
Top Photo Tips 
From World-Renowned Photographers and ViewBug Community Members

Award-winning photographers share their secrets.
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Chris Schmid is a World-renowned landscape photographer who shoots as a way to

educate and allow people to pass on their cultures - the foundation of knowledge.

I’m always trying to stay as simple as possible with my images like a shadowgraph. 

Making the main subject as important as the environment. Giving the opportunity to the

viewer to travel inside the image is very important for me. Here are my top tips:

Well first get ready to wake up early, even during vacations! Light can change a photo

from a good shot to an incredible shot! When you’re traveling choose what you want to

see and be focused on, you can’t see everything in one visit. I always tell my friends that

it is better to concentrate on a small part of the country than traveling all around a

country. In my opinion, if you really want to know a country you must go minimum twice.

And last one: shoot, shoot, shoot! Today with digital photography you’ve the chance to take

as many photos as you want. Practice and shoot!

Get the Shot with Sony Global Imaging Ambassador, Chris Schmid

http://schmidchris.22slides.com/


                                            Photo by Paul Roustan

Learn technique and then abandon it. Your settings should

be second nature. The magic moment is all that matters. 

Don’t miss it. Some of the most famous images in history

are slightly blurry - Guest judge Paul Roustan 
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.
Challenge Yourself.

Try new things. If you are not nervous about what you are trying to accomplish, you 
are working from a comfort zone. Your growth as an artist is stunted when you are             
comfortable.

Ask For Forgiveness. 

Always ask for forgiveness, not permission. Sometimes getting the shot means you need 
to take risks.

Please Yourself.

You can never make everyone happy. Let your creative motivation be the things you like, 
not the likes or dislikes of your social fans and trolls.

Disctract The Subject.

When photographing people, distract the subject with conversation. Take their mind off 
posing. Sometimes the most natural looks happen when you’re busy “chimping” your 
LCD. Don’t miss it. Be ready to capture it before they notice.

ViewBug guest judge and community 
member Roustan is a globally-renowned 
artist based in Los Angeles known for 
his work in body painting, photography, 
and conceptual performance, Roustan 
is recognized as one of the world’s              
leading body painters, whose style     
combines traditional fine art, pop culture, 
and reflections of the contemporary world 
to create conceptually-based body paint.

https://www.viewbug.com/member/roustan
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4 Travel Photo Tips You 

Shouldn’t Leave Home Without 

by People’s Choice Winner 

for Rocks On Water 

Photo Contest timpryce

Get Insurance.
Camera equipment is something we accumulate over many 
years and often involves a large capital outlay, so ensure your 
camera gear is adequately covered in case something gets 
damaged, stolen or left behind.

Get The Best Camera Bag.
Buy the best quality camera bag you can afford and always 
carry it with you. Never allow it to go in the baggage hold 
on a plane or bus, or you might find more pieces than you  
started with once you reach your destination.

Only Take What You Really Need.
Although I have several prime lenses in my kit, I’ve found 
taking just a few good quality zooms with me is often all I 
need. I travel with a 16-35mm, 24-120mm and 70-200mm 
lens; a 2x convertor; a few filters and a sturdy carbon 
fibre tripod. 

Do Your Own Research.
Travel guide-books, Trip Advisor, tide and moon charts, 
weather sites, Google search….I use all these tools  
before heading off somewhere new and exotic to find 
the best times to visit. Nothing worse than hiking 3 
days up a mountain to see an amazing waterfall only 
to find it’s either bone dry, a flooded mud hole or 
thousands of others have descended upon the area 
at the same time as you.

                                                     photo by timpyrce

https://www.viewbug.com/member/timpryce
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3 Things Every 
Photographer Should Do: 

Carmen Ioneanu

Open Your Eyes. 

   Open your eyes to the surrounding 
world,spend a minute to reflect on what you 
see around you and try  to experiment with       
different techniques to see what it goes or    
not for a particular scene.

Learn Your Camera. 

   Although you can go a long way with          
automatic or semi-automatic settings,      
learning how to get as much as possible from 
your camera will definitely improve your shots 
from the technical point of view.

Don’t be afraid to use editing software.  
Using them does not make you a               
lesser photographer. There is more about                  

photography then the SOC images and either 
you correct some technical flaws of your 
camera in post processing or you enhance 
an image to transmit a particular feeling, it is 
your art and you should be the one that you 
like it the most.  

   I actually appreciate negative feedback.
These days, I can see millions of “nice     
photo” or “good shot” on every single         
image published online, regardless how 
good or bad it is. So honest feedback that 
opens your eyes on the mistakes you are 
making and where do you need to improve 
is much more valuable than a million of “nice 
photo”. My husband and I use to criticize 
each other work and to push ourselves to 
improve    technically.

Don’t Be Afraid To Use Editing Tools

https://www.viewbug.com/member/carmenioneanu
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Improve Your Double 

Exposure Shots by 
Patrick LaRoque 

ViewBug guest judge Patrick LaRoque  is a commercial, documentary and portrait         
photographer based in Montreal, Canada. He is an official Fujifilm X-Photographer and 
founder of the Kage Collective, an international group focused on visual storytelling and 
documentary projects.

1. White Is Empty, Black Is Full.

You can control the areas where the second exposure will be visible by remembering 
that phrase. The most extreme example of this would be a black silhouette shot against a 
pure white background: the silhouette will be filled with your second exposure while the      
background will remain white and empty. Areas in between will vary in opacity depending 
on how light or dark they are.

2. Live View Or EVF. 

If your camera supports it, use Live View or the EVF/LCD to see the results as you’re     
working. I’m a Fuji shooter and while the double exposure mode on the X-Series cameras is 
basic, it does allow me to see the first exposure as I overlay the second one; I believe some 
Canon models can do this as well. This takes away the guesswork and turns the feature into 
an actual tool that can be controlled very precisely.

3. Go Manual.

I may use autofocus to shoot the base image but I always switch to manual for the second 
shot; this allows me to play with the amount of texture I’ll be adding. A bowl of oranges 
for example, can go from something very gritty or geometric to nothing more than a haze    
of orange colour. And when we’re seeing all of this in the EVF/LCD as we’re working, it         
becomes a very interactive process.

https://www.laroquephoto.com/
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Spend time getting to know your model.

 This is, in my experience, the single most 
important factor in getting great shots.       
Whether you’re taking a portrait to show 
off their personality or if they’re going to be 
essentially portraying a character, as in most 
of my work, it’s absolutely essential to form a 
relationship with your model! 

Be clear in your direction.

Your goal is going to vary depending on your 
style of photography, but make sure you 
communicate whatever it is you want to see 
from your model.  Often, I find it easiest to 
demonstrate the pose or expression I’m going 
for.  Sketches also work; even simple stick 
figures. Models can’t read minds, so be sure 
you’re expressing your concept to them in a 
way they understand! 

Try to minimize discomforts.    

There are lots of things that can be    
somewhat uncomfortable for your model; 
early call times, freezing wind or hot lights,            
uncomfortable poses and surprises in    
nature. Chances are, you can’t iron out 
every uncomfortable element your model 
will encounter, but try to minimize it. Get 
your settings straight and figure out your     
framing before you ask your model to 
wade into the ice-cold pond so that she’ll 
be in there for the shortest time possible.

Take the shoot seriously, but don’t BE 
serious.

You don’t have to try and be a stand-up 
comic; I’m pretty reserved and introverted, 
but you should always be pleasant and 
personable with your models.  If you can 
find some things to laugh about, everyone 
will have a much better time.  Be willing to 
laugh at yourself too!  

Maintain eye contact.

Even the most seasoned models usually 
feel a little nervous right before stripping 
down, especially with a new photographer.  
It goes without saying that you should 
conduct  yourself in the most professional 
manner (though again, a few jokes can 
go a long way to helping everyone feel 
very comfortable).  Keep the mood light 
yet professional.  In general, I recommend 
never touching a nude model at all, but if 
it’s absolutely unavoidable, make sure you 
clearly ask for permission and explain what 
you need to do first. 

5 Photoshoot Tips For Beginners by sarahallegra

https://www.viewbug.com/member/sarahallegra
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Tripod. 

A well-made solid Tripod with no move-
ment is essential for nighttime photogra-
phy. I do not even step around my Tripod 
during exposures.

Cable Release. 

Manual or electronic is ok. I prefer no 
battery as they will die when most needed, 
and sometimes quickly depending on how 
cold it is.

Subject, Settings and Controls. 

It is crucial during nighttime photography 
to know and understand your subject and 
settings as well as, the controls that you will 
be using on your camera. A headlamp is 
useful, but annoying and will compromise 
your night vision.

Location, Location, Location. 

Search out your location in the daytime. 
Find areas that will give you dark skies 
with no light pollution, a good field of 
view, and a foreground subject to com-
pose with. Look for safety concerns for 
example, cliffs, ridges, and unstable ice 
will look different at night, and your depth 
perception will change. It is easy to step 
wrong and end up taking a fall.

Focus. 

Know where the focus is for each lens 
that you will use. Pre-determine this 
during the daylight hours. You may want 
to mark your lens with a little fingernail 
polish to easily find at night. 

Wide Angle!
Wide-angle lenses are better at 
keeping the stars from walking,    
due to the rotation of the earth.

Score an Incredible Night Sky Shot
Decorated ViewBug community member and many-time contest finalist ScottA is a  
landscape and nature photographer who spends many nights out in the dark with his 
camera pointed towards the horizon, capturing the distant mesmerizing space.

https://www.viewbug.com/member/ScottA
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1. You must know what you want to do and go 
for it. Don´t be afraid to ask for something or 
knock on a door.

2. No matter how crazy your idea is, you must 
assemble a team of people who share your 
vision and enthusiasm to do crazy things.
Remember, a good team is the key for good 
results. Allow your team to speak out their 
ideas, make a brainstorm session before the 
production.

3. If you have an idea for a photo shoot you 
must first investigate about the subject. There 
is nothing better than being informed about 
the potential risks and benefits you could find 
your way. 

4.  Choose your model. 50% it is you and your 
team, the other 50% is a good model and 
your energy with all the crew.

5. Don’t be afraid of the post production tools. 
Try all of them and use the one who fits per-
fect for you.

6. Push yourself to excellence and excellence 
alone. There is no other way to success to 
work hard and make the best of you.

7. Keep practicing every day.

   

   By jvdasberra Acclaimed International 
Fashion Photographer, and ViewBug 
Community Member.

Essential Fashion Photography Tips

https://www.viewbug.com/member/jvdasberra

